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Abstract 

 
The study aimed to examine the linguistic markers on Coming-Out stories produced by young homosexuals, and 

how the markers are functioned to construct the writers’ sexual identity in the context of heteronormative society. 

As one of the most established websites in Indonesia for homosexuals to publish their personal stories, Melela.org 

is utilized as the source of data in this study. By adopting qualitative method and purposive sampling, there were 

two articles identified and classified based on the Appraisal theory i.e. Attitude system consisting of Affect, 

Judgment and Appreciation in reference to the theory proposed by Martin & White. As the results of the study, 

there were 299 Attitude markers identified through-out the two articles with the composition of Judgment (50.4%) 

as the most frequent, followed by Affect (30%) and Appreciation (19.6%). It is revealed that the Attitude markers 

had managed to contribute in the way young homosexuals as the minority group construct their sexual identity by 

presenting both positive and negative stances through their stories. The construction signifies the struggles faced 

by the youngsters in achieving self-acceptance both from themselves and their surroundings as the primary outcome 

of Coming-Out process, which is represented by the dominant occurrence of positive Attitude markers 

Keywords: appraisal analysis, coming-out, homosexuality, narrative, sexual identity  

 

Introduction 

Melela.org is an online website performs as a platform enabling homosexuals in Indonesia to share 

their experiences through narrative stories. In Indonesia, where homosexuality is still considered as a 

taboo topic, there are few websites specialized for its community including Gaya Nusantara, GWL-INA, 

Sepoci Kopi, Suara Kita, ConQ, and lastly Melela (Gunawan, 2016). These websites mostly concern on 

social issues, lifestyles and HIV/AIDS awareness, nevertheless, having been established since 2013, 

Melela is the only website in Indonesia providing personal stories from homosexuals along with other 

LGBT members, specifically regarding their process and experience in expressing their identities to 

others. This process is known as the act of Coming-Out of the Closet which is used as the main theme of 

the website as well as the present study. According to Austin, Coming-Out is considered to be a form of 

performative speech-act (in Pullen, 2014), therefore, in the articles produced by gay persons, there is a 

linguistic phenomenon that can be explored more. To contribute to the discourse studies, this present 

study attempts to investigate the way homosexuality is defined and constructed through the linguistic 

devices utilized in the Coming Out stories published in Melela.org.  

As an online platform, Melela potentially has a chance to cover wide range of audience with no 

restricted access. Kuper & Mustanski suggest in their study that the internet influenced youngsters in 

understanding and developing their identity (2014), moreover, Prisanti argues that the internet is also 

perceived as a safe place for youngsters in dealing with social exclusion as experienced by young 

homosexuals (2012). Subsequently, Melela also provides stories from young homosexuals which create 

the discursive production of homosexuality in the perspective of the youngsters. Furthermore, Wagner 

suggests that in terms of speech act, youngsters are signified to employ more variation in speech acts due 

to their freedom of responsibility and normative pressure (2012) resulting it worth to be explored more in 

order to see the complexity of the youngsters in minority group from the language perspective.  

In discussing on the notion of minority group, the field of Language and Sexuality originally proposed 

by Cameron and Kulick (2003) and developed by Morrish and Sauntson (2007) is also taken into the 
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account. This field has gained much academic attention concerning on the needs to examine how sexuality 

is reflected through performative acts in specific contexts. Moreover, the scholars argue that studies 

focusing on linguistic aspects within this field are still understudied in a way that language is employed 

“to create, maintain and represent the notion of sexual identity” (Morrish & Sauntson, 2007).  

Subsequently, in an attempt to do so, this study primarily draws upon Martin & White’s Appraisal 

Theory (2005). Derived from Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics, this theory develops more on 

the Interpersonal meaning resulted from the lexico-grammatical resources utilized in the texts. Therefore, 

Appraisal theory concerns on the interpersonal perspective within discourse and emphasizes on the role 

of evaluation and construction (Martin & White, 2005). Hence, Appraisal theory also provides an 

understanding on how the writers value the situations they are facing in relation to the Appraisal system 

i.e. Attitude system concerning on the writer’s feelings and emotions which consists of Affect, Judgment, 

and Appreciation; Affect signaling the emotion and inner feelings expressed by the writers; Judgment 

concerns with the attitude expressed in evaluating one’s behavior; Appreciation highlighting on the 

evaluation towards a process, phenomena, and characteristics perceived by the writers  (2005). As 

proposed by Morrish and Sauntson in their study, the Attitude markers are also able to indicate the writers’ 

social construction and position within the context of the society (2007). Therefore, the analysis of 

Coming Out narratives may contribute to the understanding on how individuals construct their preferred 

sexual identity. 

In discussing on Appraisal theory within the context of homosexuality, there are some related studies 

on the respective field i.e. studies of Appraisal analysis conducted by Sumarsih (2012) and Chen (2014), 

and a study of homosexual narratives conducted by Prisanti (2012). Firstly, as both Chen and Sumarsih 

adopt Appraisal system as the main theory, they revealed how the expressed Attitude markers construct 

certain patterns and ideological messages. Chen provides an insight on transformation of attitude reflected 

in the news reports (2014), while Sumarsih concerns more on the frequency of Engagement system as a 

part of Appraisal theory reflected in different genres of texts in which she concludes that context holds 

significant role in determining and revealing semantic sources of evaluation although she did not bring 

up particular issues to be explored more (2012) as opposed to this study highlighting on the issue of 

homosexuality.  

Meanwhile, by adopting an in-depth interview and cyber queer theory, Prisanti provides a knowledge 

in understanding the relation between homosexuals and internet in constructing sexual identity i.e. to seek 

information about homosexuality and to socialize with other gays without having to be threat, as well as 

the extension of identity in a real world. While both present study and Prisanti’s discuss on sexual identity 

construction, this study attempts to apply the theory of language i.e. Appraisal analysis to examine the 

linguistic devices and reveal the construction of sexual identity by homosexuals implied through its 

linguistic devices. Moreover, while Chen and Sumarsih primarily focus on the Engagement system, the 

present study stresses on the Attitude system employed within the texts while also exploring the issue of 

homosexuality that has not been commonly discussed, particularly in the local context of Indonesia. 

Method of the Study 

This study aims to investigate Melela.org, an Indonesian online platform for homosexuals to express 

their Coming-Out experiences through written texts. In examining the narrative texts produced by young 

homosexuals, this study adopted qualitative method, for it represents people, actions, and events in social 

life (Creswell, 2014) as this study collects the data in forms of written words representing one’s life as a 

homosexual. Hence, to determine the objects, there were several steps taken in limiting the study to be 

more focused by adopting purposive sampling. The criteria are the articles’ published dates due to the 

consideration of pervasive nature of cultural phenomenon i.e. 2015-2016 and the writers’ ages limited to 

18-22 as proposed by Robinson that the category of ‘young cohort’ consists of people ranging from 18-

22 years old (2008). Thus, the samples consisted of Dimas (Pemahaman Seksualitas yang Tepat Banyak 

Membantu Dimas ketika Melela, 19 years old), and Chris (Kisah Chris dan Akhir yang Bahagia, 18 years 

old). 

In collecting the data, the website of http://melela.org was visited and the articles published in the 

website were selected, copied and moved into pdf formats. Thus, the articles were read, and the markers 
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were counted and identified by using AntConc software. In examining the data, there were also steps 

which were taken. Firstly, the textual analysis was conducted in reference to the Attitude system of 

Appraisal Theory i.e. by classifying three sub-categories of Attitude: Affect, Appreciation and Judgment. 

After the identification and classification were finished, the results were presented in a form of tables to 

show the overview of the Attitude patterns from the collection of the texts. In presenting the data, the 

contexts of the markers were also presented to provide more comprehension and understanding on the 

implied meanings within the texts. Lastly, the findings were interpreted to reveal how the linguistic 
markers and the Attitude system were utilized in an attempt to construct the sexual identity of the 
writers through the Coming Out narrative stories. 

Finding and Discussion 

In this section, the linguistic devices are identified and classified in reference to the Appraisal Theory. 

The most frequent markers are provided with examples to point out the context as well as to interpret the 

intentional and interpersonal meanings reflected from the texts. 

Table 1 Data Presentation of Appraisal Systems 

ATTITUDE SYSTEM 

System Sub-System Frequency Percentage 

 

Affect 

Inclination 15 

 

90 

5% 

 

30% 

Happiness 22 7.3% 

Security 38 12.7% 

Satisfaction 15 5% 

 

 

Judgment 

Normality 29 

 

 

151 

9.7% 

 

 

50.4% 

Capacity 42 14% 

Tenacity 21 7% 

Veracity 39 13% 

Propriety 20 6.7% 

 

Appreciation 

Reaction 28 
 

58 

9.4% 
 

19.6% 
Composition 5 1.7% 

Valuation 25 8.5% 

Total 299 100% 

 

Attitude consists of Affect (30%), Judgment (50.4%) and Appreciation (19.6%) in which Judgment 

holds the most frequent occurrence. Thus, each system has its respective sub-systems i.e. Affect consists 

of Inclination (15%), Happiness (7.3%), Security (12.7%) and Satisfaction (5%); Judgment consists of 

Normality (9.7%), Capacity (14%), Tenacity (7%), Veracity (13%), and Propriety (6.7%); lastly, 

Appreciation consists of Reaction (9.4%), Composition (1.7%), and Valuation (8.5%). The most frequent 

sub-systems belonged to the head systems are as follow: Security, Capacity and Reaction showing the 

writers’ feelings and attitudes towards the situations they are facing. 

Inclination is defined as a means to present a feeling of desire or tendency to do particular things as 

shown by the markers. In this case, the context of the excerpt takes place as the writer involves in an 

interaction with his mother as he explicitly conveys his personal feeling regarding his preference towards 

other person. 

“Saya pun mulai mengatakan apa yang saya ketahui tentang seksualitas dengan bahasa yang bisa 

dimengerti oleh ibu saya. Lalu saya mengatakan bahwa saya tidak menyukai [AFFECT: INCLINATION: 

NEGATIVE] perempuan, saya memiliki orientasi menyukai [AFFECT: INCLINATION: POSITIVE] laki-laki.” (Dimas, 

19) 

The lexical choice is used primarily by the first person pronoun, saya, highlighting that the particular 

lexical choice represents the way the writer actively reacts to the situation they are facing. Here, the 

excerpt shows an interaction between Dimas and his mother in discussing on his revelation of his sexual 
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identity. In the discussion, both positive and negative Inclination are utilized as he declares his feeling of 

desire towards the person with the same sex.  

Firstly, negative Inclination is used to represent the way he has no attraction or preference towards 

girls by using the word dislike, meanwhile, he performs positive Inclination to refer to the way he has 

attraction towards a person who has the same sex as him. In short, the markers of Inclination in reference 

to its function serve to mark one’s desire and feeling towards other person, or in this case, regarding one’s 

homosexuality. Being a homosexual is also strongly related to one’s inner feeling; therefore, it can be 

represented through the use of Affect markers to show the writer’s personal emotions. 

The second sub-system is Happiness functioning to highlight on a binary feeling between a sense of 

pleasure and sadness, for it covers the writers’ mood and feeling (Martin & White, 2005, p. 45). As an 

example, the following excerpt presents his experience as he is being judged negatively in the context of 

school setting. It also represents a causal effect, for Chris points out that his action triggers the situation 

he deals with i.e. a form of verbal insults coming from his friends. 

“Terkadang saat aku sedang jajan di kantin dengan teman perempuanku, terdengar sindiran tajam seperti 

“banci lewat” dan rasanya sakit sekali [AFFECT: HAPPINESS: NEGATIVE] jika mendengar kalimat itu.” (Chris, 

18) 

In portraying his experience, Chris uses the first person pronoun as the main actor. The process 

presented in the text focuses more on others’ reaction towards him combined with his own reaction. 

Firstly, the first part of the text can be identified as a given information recalled from the previous 

paragraph in which he mentions that he has more female friends than the male ones. Thus, it results in his 

friends’ reaction which relates to the occurring negative Affect markers. 

Furthermore, Chris points out that whom he walked with triggers the situation he faces. In this case, 

his action causes him to get “attacked” verbally signified by the noun phrase of sindiran tajam. The noun 

phrase consists of two lexicons, sindiran tajam, resulting in a logical collocation i.e. both lexicons 

potentially harm and hurt someone when they are performed. As happened in Chris’ case, this noun phrase 

of sindiran tajam leads him to feel a negative Affect marker of sakit sekali (really hurt) to point out what 

he feels as well as the result of verbal violence he experiences.  

The third sub-system is Security showing a sense of either secured or insecure feeling e.g. anxiety in 

relation to the situation the writers are facing. For instance, the following excerpt represents a notion of 

insecurity as it shows the situation faced by the writer in which they portray their experiences in being 

treated differently by the society causing him to feel insecure towards himself. Negative Security 

represents the notion of fear and anxiety regarding his social position in the society. The excerpt conveys 

the emotion felt by the writer in relation to his surrounding in social setting, in this case, specifically his 

friends. 

 “Saya sempat merasa takut [AFFECT: SECURITY: NEGATIVE]. Saya mempertanyakan bagaimana posisi saya 

di mata teman-teman saya. Saya takut [AFFECT: SECURITY: NEGATIVE] dianggap sampah oleh teman-teman 

ketika saya melela kepada mereka” (Dimas, 19) 

In discussing further on the Security markers, a mental process can be identified in the sentence i.e. the 

excerpt can be formulated as Dimas (Emoter) once got scared (Emotion) of his friends’ negative 

comments on people outside the normative roles (Trigger). Consequently, this results in some features of 

negative Security to be emerged in the following lines i.e. takut (scared) and sampah (rubbish). In the 

following sentence, Dimas provides information on his state of feeling, caused by the potential rejection 

towards homosexuals as in saya takut dianggap sampah. Here, it is explicitly stated that his emotive 

expression represents a fear of being rejected and perceived negatively.  

And, the sub-system of Satisfaction presents how the writers either feel satisfied or dissatisfied 

following a notion of frustration expressed by the writers. This is closely related to the situations they 

reflect upon. The following example represents the situation in which the writer conveys his personal 

feeling in a depressing tone resulted from his special friend’s rejection of him. The excerpt takes place 

within the school setting and involves other person’s voice.  
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 “Dia sempat ucapkan “kita akan tetap berteman,” tetapi itu tidaklah cukup untuk menyatukan kepingan 

hatiku yang hancur [AFFECT: SATISFACTION: NEGATIVE] saat itu. Ya, saat itu aku merasa hancur berkeping-

keping [AFFECT: SATISFACTION: NEGATIVE].” (Chris, 18) 

The excerpt is started by a reference of third person pronoun, dia (he) and presents a direct quotation. 

The direct quotation is most likely used to emphasize on its function as the Trigger of the emotion. Dia 

(he) refers to Chris’ ex-boyfriend with whom he once had a relationship. As a homosexual couple, they 

struggle to hide their relationship until they got caught by the teachers as the authority in the school 

context. Dia (he) feels terrified and decides to end their relationship presented in the direct quotation. This 

rejection, caused by a sense of intimidation in the society, leads Chris to express his feelings in negative 

Satisfaction markers. 

Thus, a metaphor is presented to express Chris’ feeling by substituting his feeling with an object of 

kepingan hati (pieces of heart). He replaces himself as a person with a noun phrase to highlight the hurt-

feeling he feels which directly represents a causal effect between Chris’ feeling and the rejection he is 

facing. Hancur (broken/devastated) signifies a wreck condition of an entity caused by certain event which 

then can be categorized as a high-scale word due to its intensity in describing one’s feeling as opposed to 

the choice of words like sad or hurt.  

The first sub-system of Judgment, moreover, is Normality which covers the notion of commonality of 

the society performed by the writer. It covers whether the person conducts a usual behavior or things 

perceived as unusual by the society resulting in an inappropriate perception towards the person. The 

following example presents a sense of failure felt by the writer in relation to the expected roles of 

masculinity constructed by the society. 

“Terlahir berbeda [JUDGMENT: NORMALITY: NEGATIVE] di kota kecil tidaklah mudah, seringkali saya 

mendengar hal-hal negatif tentang orang-orang seperti saya. Kebanyakan orang-orang di sekitar saya 

menyayangkan orang-orang yang terlahir berbeda [JUDGMENT: NORMALITY: NEGATIVE] tidak bisa menikmati 

wanita (Dimas, 19)” 

Here, a passive state of being born with contributes to the process in understanding his (sexual) 

preference. His expression in saying that he was born different, thus, he grows up differently, is in line 

with an argument proposed by Prisanti i.e. the values held by homosexuals are commonly discussed in 

the nature of oddity, unusual, and extraordinary (2012). This may justify distanced feeling from the 

society resulting them to feel excluded. Dimas also generalizes the society’s perception towards 

homosexuals to point out a pessimism tone that people like him, or homosexuals, are unlikely to be 

accepted and embraced by the society.  

The second sub-system of Judgment is Capacity which represents the capability of the person being 

referred to in doing particular actions or making certain decisions. In the following excerpt, it shows the 

context in which it represents the writer’s capability in expressing and revealing his sexual identity to his 

surroundings. The writer’s decision in performing Coming-Out process becomes the highlight as it 

functions as a turning point of his situation. 

“Pemahaman akan seksualitas membuat saya sadar [JUDGMENT: CAPACITY: POSITIVE] bahwa tidak ada yang 

salah dengan diri saya. Setelah memahami keadaan saya, saya jadi semakin berani [JUDGMENT: CAPACITY: 

POSITIVE] melela kepada lingkungan yang lebih besar lagi.” (Dimas, 19) 

Dimas uses the first person pronoun as the main actor to provide the first person point of view in 

observing the phenomenon. Thus, the excerpt focuses on the writer’s understanding on sexuality, for it 

performs as the subject of the sentence. Therefore, Dimas’ understanding plays a significant role in 

determining his further move i.e. performing Coming-Out process. Thus, it results in a causal effect in 

which the way Dimas has managed to comprehend his inner feeling causes him to gain a sense of courage 

to reveal his sexual identity to others. Both positive security markers are utilized to show Dimas’ 

capability to make peace with his different sexual preference by expressing it with less sense of fear and 

anxiety and aiming to be accepted by his surroundings. 

The third sub-system of Judgment is Tenacity which emphasizes on the dependability of a person i.e. 

how dependable the character is in dealing with their situations. As the example suggests, it describes his 

experience as being judged negatively by his surroundings in the context of school setting.  
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“Banyak hal yang seharusnya tidak diterima oleh anak berumur 13-15 yang kualami saat itu, namun aku 

tidak terlalu mempedulikannya [JUDGMENT: TENACITY: POSITIVE].” (Chris, 18) 

This excerpt highlights on the marker of tidak memedulikan (ignoring) which represents a form of 

resistance against the rejection of homosexuality within the society which is actively performed by Chris, 

as the main subject. Prior to this notion, Chris states the situation he is facing by referring it to things 

which should not be experienced by young children. By the mentioned phrase, he perceives his experience 

of being treated inappropriately, through insults and name-labeling, by utilizing the negative judgment 

marker. Nevertheless, the notion is accompanied by positive Tenacity in which he attempts to deal and 

challenge his situation rather than letting his experience to make him even more depressed. 

The fourth sub-system of Judgment is Veracity which represents the degree on how someone values 

truth and honesty (Martin & White, 2005) by signaling either a truthful or dishonest verbal actions. To 

point out further, an excerpt is presented to show the writer’s background in which it highlights on the 

way the society surrounded the writer has shown no acceptance towards the notion of homosexuality 

leading the writer to keep his sexual identity hidden. 

“Kampung halaman saya tidak bisa saya anggap sebagai sebuah ‘rumah tempat saya pulang’ karena 

saya tidak bisa menjadi diri saya disana. Saya harus berpura-pura [JUDGMENT: VERACITY: NEGATIVE] 

menjadi orang lain.” (Dimas, 19) 

The excerpt is started by a reference to Dimas’ background i.e. his hometown as the proposed notion. 

Dimas points out his hometown in his process of Coming-Out as a homosexual to show a sense of 

exclusion resulted from his surroundings. It is proven by the expression he conveys my hometown is not 

a place to come home which can be inferred that Dimas does not feel comfortable in living in his 

hometown due to the strong traditional norms and gender roles within the context of local society. 

Consequently, it triggers to the following action performed by Dimas which is his urgency, remarked by 

the modality of harus (should), to hide his sexual identity referred by the phrase of berpura-pura 

(pretend). It can be inferred that the action performed by the writer is also affected by the social context. 

Further, the last sub-system of Propriety represents the ethics and moral employed by an individual 

through their actions. As the binary, it covers “how ethical someone is” and “how immature/immoral 

someone behaves”, and also in addition, it shows how someone is expected by the society to behave in 

particular way (Martin & White, 2005). As for example, Propriety highlights on how homosexuality in 

the social context is clearly perceived to be against the acceptable norms. This example represents Dimas’ 

neighborhood to highlight on his past and point out that his past does not affect his sexual identity. 

 “Saya hidup di lingkungan yang sangat heteroseksual [JUDGMENT: PROPRIETY: POSITIVE] dan tidak memiliki 

trauma [JUDGMENT: TENACITY: POSITIVE] apa pun akan seksualitas saya” (Dimas, 19) 

The first person pronoun (saya, I) is utilized as the main subject of the whole excerpt. The feature of 

positive Propriety is adopted to signify Dimas’ normal living condition presented as new information as 

well as his life background. The adjective of heterosexual is primarily used as the contrast of the writer’s 

condition as a homosexual. It can be implied that the notion of heterosexual is perceived as positive 

propriety because of its contrast to the homosexual which is categorized negatively due to its behaviors 

against the existing norms both in terms of social and religious ideas accepted in Indonesia. 

In addition, the first sub-system of appreciation, is Reaction which reveals how a phenomenon or 

process impacts the person and how the person reacts towards it. The positive Reaction markers primarily 

function to signify the writers’ reactions towards their surroundings as the positive outcome resulted from 

the Coming-Out process as it is shown in the following example taken from Dimas’ excerpt.  

 “Hubungan kami sekarang semakin dekat [APPPRECIATION: REACTION: POSITIVE] karena saya merasa ibu 

menyayangi [APPRECIATION: REACTION: POSITIVE] saya tanpa saya harus berpura-pura lagi. Kini, saya merasa 

ibu menyayangi  [APPRECIATION: REACTION: POSITIVE] Dimas sebagai Dimas yang lengkap” (Dimas, par 19) 

The example contains the theme of relationship between the writer and his mother which performs as 

the subject of the sentence pointing out that it is the focus of the paragraph. Here, the adjective of dekat 

is attached to the intensifier adverbs i.e. semakin showing more intensity of the situation being referred to 

i.e. Dimas and his mother’s relationship quality. Thus, this marker mainly covers the context of the 
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writer’s social relationship with his mother which has a significant role in the writers’ process of Coming-

Out.  

The second sub-system of Appreciation is Composition which shows the way a process or phenomenon 

is perceived structurally; whether it provides and signals simplicity, complexity, or difficulty to be 

perceived. This excerpt represents the writer’s struggle in dealing with his inner and contrary feeling in 

reference to both his desire and social values in his surroundings. 

“Aku mulai merasa aneh terhadap diriku, aku mencoba untuk tidak mempedulikannya namun rasanya 

sulit sekali [APPPRECIATION: COMPOSITION: NEGATIVE].” (Chris, 18) 

Firstly, the recurring pattern of the first person pronoun is due to the nature of Coming-Out stories as 

one’s personal experience. The excerpt takes place in the orientation part of the story in which Chris has 

not fully embraced himself as a homosexual. Here, the phrase of sulit sekali as negative Composition 

highlights on a complexity a young homosexual has to undergo in accepting himself. This is strongly 

related by the norms and traditional roles held by the society. This notion results in Chris to feel weird 

about himself because what he feels is different from what is acceptable in the social context. Therefore, 

he represents the process of simply accepting and understanding himself as a homosexual is difficult by 

the phrase of sulit sekali. The nature of this complexity is shows Chris’ confusion, as a young homosexual, 

whether or not to accept his different preference because of the fear and threat which potentially emerged 

as he violates the traditional values.  

Further, the last sub-system of Appreciation is Valuation, as discussed by Martin & White, which is 

closely related to the notion of cognition and personal opinions conveyed by the writers (2005). That is, 

how the phenomenon or process is valued by the person to determine their evaluation towards it. Similar 

to the example of Reaction, another example is presented from the text produced by Chris. This excerpt 

represents Chris’ expression in describing his better days after he manages to perform Coming-Out while 

also highlighting on his relationship with his mother.  

 “Hari berganti hari segala hal berubah menjadi lebih baik [APPRECIATION: VALUATION: POSITIVE], bahkan 

mama mulai ngegosip denganku dan kami berbagi cerita tentang pria idaman kami. Memang segala hal 

itu pasti membutuhkan proses dan dari proses itu, terbentuklah mentalku yang akan terus berkembang 

[APPRECIATION: VALUATION: POSITIVE] dan semakin kuat [APPRECIATION: VALUATION: POSITIVE].” (Chris, 18) 

Here, the appraised item of his relationship with his mother is valued by using the adjective of lebih 

baik (better). This presented adjective is supported by an elaborate details of their relationship i.e. by 

mentioning the gossiping activity to point out the closeness he becomes with his mother. Thus, Chris also 

emphasizes on the need of going through a process signifying his transformation from hiding to exposing 

his homosexuality. There is also a causal relationship following the notion of appreciation. That is, the 

process of being accepted leads him to gain a positive outcome signaled by the phrase of terbentuklah 

mentalku (my mental is formed) causing him to have more strength to deal with his situation. The choice 

of noun “mental” explicitly shows his mind and emotional condition.  

Sexual Identity Construction on Melela’s Coming Out Stories 

Coming Out is a process of recognizing one’s same-sex desire both to themselves and to others 

covering at least three elements; self-definition as homosexual to the self, self-presentation as homosexual 

to others, and involvement in a series of self-defining actions (Liang, 1997). The first pattern that can be 

found is the stage of self-awareness of their sexuality which all happened in their childhood despite their 

unfamiliarity of the term “homosexual”. This notion can be seen in some following examples; “sejak kecil 

saya sudah merasakan ketertarikan pada laki-laki”; “hal ini sudah saya rasakan sejak kecil”; “dari kecil 

saya memang bukan seseorang anak laki-laki dengan adrenalin menggebu-gebu”. This finding is in line 

with the finding of the study conducted by Pristina that the informants she examined have homosexual 

feeling since childhood even though they had not known the concept of Homosexual (2012).  

Nevertheless, this notion costs the writers to be insulted with negative name-calling signaling negative 

Judgment markers i.e. “tidak normal, banci, bencong” during their childhood which due to the perceptions 

that they violated what is accepted as norms within the society. Furthermore, this stage is developed and 

signaled by more explicit sentence structure; “mungkin ini adalah kali pertama saya menyadari bahwa 

saya memiliki ketertarikan yang berbeda”; and “lalu tibalah saatnya aku mengenal dan merasakan jatuh 
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cinta untuk yang pertama kalinya”. In this process, the writers have started to grasp their difference and 

understand their own preference through the self-reflection expressed in the texts signified by positive 

Affect markers like ketertarikan (attraction) and jatuh cinta (fell in love). This implies that they correlate 

their desire to positive feeling and emotions. 

Hence, the process is followed by their self-presentation to others, which is represented by the notion 

of Melela. The positive Judgment markers have been employed in describing this process, for it closely 

relates with particular traits e.g. courage, readiness, and well-prepared. This is also considered as the 

turning point of the story and the transformation happened to the writers i.e. from the state of Hiding in 

the closet to Coming out of the closets. Positive Appreciation markers are also utilized to represent the 

way the homosexuals value their act of Coming-Out as positive, for it results in positive feeling and 

emotion as the result of the process; “bisa mengatakan identitas saya kepada orang lain saja rasanya 

saya sudah lega”; and “kebahagiaan yang didapat dengan menjadi terbuka jauh melebihi rasa aman 

semu yang diciptakan ketakutan itu agar saya memilih bersembunyi”. Happiness and a sense of relief are 

presented as the representative of positive outcome of coming-out experienced by all writers. 

The last stage covers the involvement happened in the self-defining process. To discuss this part, a 

reference on the use of pronounce is made. As Chen suggests in her study that an ideological polarization 

is constructed between the in-group of “us” and out-group of “them” (2014), this study also found similar 

patterns in a way that the writers change the subjects from first person pronoun of saya/aku (I), kami 

(we/us), and mereka (they). The way they adopt “kami” in 34 occurrences signifies and reflects a sense 

of solidarity and inclusion. This pronoun is used in expressing their personal relationship with their friends 

and families, as well as to refer to a group of people who are also homosexuals who share similar 

experience. Meanwhile, “mereka” is presented in 46 occurrences which predominantly refers to the 

generalization of society reflecting distance and exclusion. The markers are in line with the argument 

proposed by Driver regarding young homosexuals i.e. a notion that the young homosexuals’ marginalized 

status is constructed as victims of society resulting from exclusion among the society (2008). 

There are also factors affecting the way the writers construct their sexual identity i.e. the notion of 

Family and Age. The way that all writers tell about their families as the ending of the texts also supports 

the idea how family matters to the writers represented by numbers of negative Appreciation markers 

representing the disbelief, disappointment shared by some of their mothers; and the positive Appreciation 

markers representing the condition after they gain full acceptance. This finding is in line with the study 

conducted by Pristina (2012) in which she suggests that the most common problem faced by gay persons 

in the coming out process is the family due to the fear and insecurity that there is a high possibility that 

the family will not accept their sexual orientation. Therefore, it emphasizes on the importance of family 

roles for the gay persons as suggested by LeVay that maintaining family ties and social harmony is 

essential for homosexuals particularly in the process of Coming Out (2011).  

In addition, in comparing the word choices as Attitude markers, it can be seen that the age also gives 

an influence. That is, Chris (18), as the youngest writer selects more exaggerated expression compared to 

the older ones, which can be seen from the phrase “kepingan hatiku hancur”; “aku merasa hancur 

berkeping-keping” to express his state of feeling. Meanwhile, Dimas (19) contributes on the highest 

frequency of Attitude markers. This may represent his instability as a young man who, at that time, was 

still struggling to figure out and identify himself as a gay person as suggested by Pullen that young 

homosexuals tend to establish a sense of instability due to their notion of identity is commonly assigned 

to the heteronormative society (2014). 

Conclusion 

By examining the attitudinal markers presented in the Coming Out stories, the writers’ attitudes and 

expressions towards the reflected event can be revealed. As all writers refer to the same experience i.e. in 

conducting the Coming-Out process, the utilization of Affect, Judgment, and Appreciation markers is 

shown similarly across the texts which then creating a pattern. That is, as the title of the article suggests 

the notion of Hiding One’s Identity, in this process, the writers adopt negative markers to express 

oppression towards them caused by the social pressure. On contrary, in the stage of Exposing One’s 

Identity, they adopt positive markers to represent their state of relief as a result of Coming Out process.  
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It can be inferred that one’s sexual identity is an essential part of one’s whole identity, which in this 

case, they are struggling to hold up with. That is, through the lexical choices reflected through the writings, 

the writers try to reflect themselves in dealing with their sexual identity, among the heteronormative 

society, as a difficult experience that requires much emotional strength, effort and struggle. Nevertheless, 

as the positive markers dominate the texts, it shows how Coming-Out process is perceived as a positive 

action resulting also a positive outcome for young homosexuals to overcome their insecurity and affirm 

their sexual identity. 
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